
Coordination & Collaboration  
in the  

Climate Resilience Ecosystem 

Moderators 
John Nordgren, Climate Resilience Fund 
David Herring, NOAA Climate Program Office 



Town Hall Overview 
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●  Background info on the Resilience Ecosystem - 
Approaching a Shared Mental Model 

●  Info on CRF/NOAA grants program(s)  
●  Showcase 2018 Grantees; Solicit feedback on 

grantee projects 
●  Solicit future collaborative project ideas, and 

inform criteria for grant program(s) 



NAF 2017 Town Hall Feedback (~50 participants) 
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Describe	the	current	ecosystem	of	adaptation/resilience	services: 



NAF 2017 Town Hall Feedback (~50 participants) 
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Describe	the	ideal	ecosystem	of	adaptation/resilience	services:	



2-day ‘Resilience Ecosystem Workshop’ in January 2018 

ecoadapt.org/workshops/resilience-ecosystem-
workshop 
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●  ~75 attendees from academia, business, gov’t, & non-profits 

●  Sponsored & hosted by CRF, EcoAdapt, and NOAA 
●  Facilitated dialogs to identify needs, gaps & opportunities: 

○  Tools 
○  Professional Development 
○  Discoverability, Interoperability, and Extensibility 
○  Adaptation Services 
○  Audience Feedback & Defining/Measuring Success  

●  Ideation sessions as springboard into collaborative proposals to 
joint CRF-NOAA grant opportunity 
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Scenes from the REW 



Audience feedback 
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What the ‘Resilience Ecosystem’ is ... 
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●  An open, inclusive community of adaptation / resilience decision 
services professionals (academia, business, gov’t, & non-profits) 

●  Purposefully collaborative & interoperable to achieve efficiencies  
& economies of scale that can’t be / haven’t been achieved alone 

●  Shared strategy: overarching goals & objectives that all members 
understand, can co-invest in, and can leverage project outcomes  

●  Opportunity to guide & inform annual funding opportunities 
(“coopetitions”) from CRF & NOAA   



What the ‘Resilience Ecosystem’ is not ... 
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●  Not an entity; nor does anyone “own” it 
○  Nevertheless, it is “a thing” — a shared sense of purpose, 

values, and strategic framework for synergy   

●  Not a committee or governance structure 
○  But it does seek to facilitate dialog, relationship building, and 

opportunities to collaborate    
○  RE participants can influence scope of CRF & NOAA grants  

●  Not a professional society or network 
○  Rather, it seeks to identify, understand, and work with 

existing entities, societies, & networks 
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Would you like to be / be seen as a member of the RE? 

Are you interested in receiving information about future 
RE workshops and funding opportunities? 

If so, enter your email address here:  

https://bit.ly/2IC1lv0 
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Tools 
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Improving Usability of  
the PREP Data Platform and 

the Climate Explorer 
Jeff Hicks, Fernleaf Interactive 

Partners: 
World Resources Institute 
Future Earth 
FernLeaf Interactive 
Vizzuality 



Gap/goal addressed 

Gap 

●  Overwhelming amount of data in cumbersome formats 
●  Confusing landscape of platforms and tools lacking interoperability 
●  Lack of input mechanisms to understand user needs 

Goal 

●  Reduce duplication of tools 
●  Build collaborations of existing resources and networks 
●  Improve data presentation based on user needs 
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Collaborative processes 

1.  Leverage PREP network for user feedback 
2.  Improve data modules 
3.  Cross-pollinate modules between Climate Explorer and PREPdata 
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Results &/or deliverables: high-tide flooding example 
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Initial module 

Improved module 

User testing results 



Results &/or deliverables: high-tide flooding example 
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Integration into Climate Explorer 
Integration into PREPdata 



Audience feedback on PREP 
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Professional 
Development 
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The Resilient Rural America Project (RRAP) 

Gwen Griffith, DVM, MS 
Model Forest Policy Program 



●  GOAL:  
The Resilient Rural America Project (RRAP) accelerates rural climate 
adaptation by understanding rural needs and priorities, co-producing 
training resources, and strengthening the ability of climate service 
providers to meet the needs of underserved rural communities. 

●  GAPS:  
Address lack of staff, resources, and technical capacity 

Promote focus, coordination, synergy, and efficiency    
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Collaboration and Co-Production of Training Module   
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✔ Expertise, Resources, & Connections  

✔ Rural Beta Testers & Project Advisors   



Initial Surveys 

Service providers (n=56) 

•  Top risks 
•  Gaps in capacity for rural 

communities & providers  
•  Effective strategies 
•  Leads on resources, funding 

sources 

Rural users (n=178) 

•  Who works on resilience 
•  Local risks, impacts 
•  Status of actions 
•  Support desired 
•  Training preferences 



Initial Surveys 

Key takeaways 

• Extreme weather  
• Comprehensive & hazard mitigation planning 

• Poised to use actionable information 

• Interested advisors, beta testers 

• Limits to participation 



RRAP Training Module # 01  

Rural Resilience to Extreme Weather:  
Integrating Land Use Strategies in Comprehensive Plans                                 
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RRAP Workbook & Web Portal  
Training Phases:  
1.  Prepare 

2.  Explore Hazards  
3.  Assess Vulnerability & Risk 

4.  Identify Options for Action  
5.  Comprehensive Plan Update  
6.  Action Plan for Implementation 

Steps to Resilience 
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Long Term Outcomes:   
●  Integration of adaptation into rural comprehensive plans & actions  

●  Stronger resilience ecosystem to serve rural and small town communities 
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Next Steps:   
●  Finalize, market, and monitor use of RRAP Training Module #01  

●  Follow up with RRAP Module #02:  Implementation of Priority Rural 
Resilience Strategies in Comprehensive Plan Provisions  

●  Track actions taken - land use management, codes, ordinances, flood and 
fire mitigation, stormwater practices and more…  



Audience feedback on RRAP 
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Bringing Decision Analysis into 
the Resilience Ecosystem: 

Tools and Training 
Ann Baughman, Freshwater Future 

Partners: 
Adaptation Insight 
ASAP 
EcoAdapt 
Sky Island Alliance 



Resilience Ecosystem  
Gaps Addressed: 

1.  Tools-- 
a.  that readily integrate resilience into existing 

decision frameworks 
b.  that pull rather than push data; more “taking 

action” activities 
c.   that support the full risk framework rather than 

just exposure 
2.  Process for customizing information based on local/

traditional knowledge; co-production of knowledge; 
clearly integrating values into decision processes 

3.  Making the business case for adaptation; cost-benefit 
analysis and prioritization 

4.  Leveraging existing resources 
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Top: Sky Island photo by Richard Cato, Bottom: Flint photo by Ben Gordon. 
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Flint photo by Ben Gordon, Sky Island photo by Chris Marzonie 

GOAL 1: 
1.  Develop a training curriculum and materials focused 

around how key decision analytic tools can help in 
common climate adaptation decision situations 



Photo by Ethan Dow on Unsplash 33 

Goal 2: Develop a series of case studies illustrating how the tools of 
decision analysis have been applied to climate-related decision making 

Three Case Studies: 
●  Lake Tahoe case study focused on 

landscape/natives and reframing the 
question. 

●  National Park Service cultural resource 
case study. 

●  Combo with three examples--1) equity; 2) 
BC tar sands; 3) economic cost saving 
example. 



Collaborative processes 
●  Geographically disperse 
●  Peer to peer training 
●  Sharing of local situation 
●  Building alliances 
●  Co-creating training agenda 
●  Doing, learning, modifying 
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Results &/or deliverables 
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Audience feedback on Decision Analysis 
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Interoperability 
& Extensibility 
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The Resilience Navigator 
Cara Pike, Climate Access 
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GOAL/GAPS ADDRESSED 

GOAL:   
Develop a dynamic landscape 
mapping tool that service 
providers can use to identify gaps 
and opportunities for collaboration 
and end users can access to find 
others with common goals or 
connect to service providers. 

GAPS ADDRESSED: 
●  No efficient way to take stock of 

what others are doing. 
●  Lack of a systemic approach for 

gathering and sharing information 
about end user needs. 

●  Limited connectivity between 
growing number of climate-
related tools/websites. 



COLLABORATIVE PROCESS 
PARTNERS: 

Core Team:  

Working Group:  
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FOCUS: 

●  Gather/share existing 
landscape analyses, members 
surveys. 

●  Common approach for 
gathering information on 
resilience actors, activities, 
needs, gaps. 

●  Create a tool that benefits all 
collaborators and other actors 
in the RE. 



RESULTS/DELIVERABLES 

COLLABORATION: 

●  Gathered existing landscape analysis/
surveys and used to determine semantics 
and data fields for tracking actors, roles, 
activities, and relationships. 

●  Process underway with Interoperability 
Project & Registry to align data fields and 
ontology across projects and platforms. 

●  ASAP Professional Development Project 
landscape assessment use case. 
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RESULTS/DELIVERABLES 
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AUDIENCE FEEDBACK on Resilience Navigator 
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Enhancing Interoperability 
Among Key Knowledge Brokers 

Beth Gibbons, American Society of Adaptation 
Professionals 



Project Collaborators 
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Caren	Fitzgerald,	Georgetown	Climate	Center	

Beth	Gibbons,	ASAP	

Jessica	Grannis,	Georgetown	Climate	Center	

Nina	Hall,	U.S.	Climate	Resilience	Toolkit	

Jessica	Hitt,	CAKE,	EcoAdapt	

Melissa	Ocana,	University	of	Massachusetts	



At the Resilience Ecosystem Workshop held in January 2018, participants 
identified a need in the field to "leverage existing resources" by "creating 

partnerships between existing resources to fill gaps or emerging needs thus 
sustaining existing infrastructure and increasing efficiency." 

Project Goals 
•  Identify	key	similarities	and	
differences 

•  Build	collaboration	and	develop	a	
plan	for	interoperability	 

•  Linkages	(promotional	boxes) 
•  Matrix	showcasing	similarities,	
differences	and	unique	features 

Project Deliverables 



The Great Adaptation Nexus 
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Internal Communication External Feedback 

●  Key similarities & differences 
●  Mechanisms for highlighting 

each unique feature 
●  Best approaches to design and 

implementation 

●  Small group discussions 
●  User needs assessments  
●  Moonshot ideas for 

interoperability  



Sample	Linkages	on	GCC	
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Results &/or deliverables 
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Audience feedback on Enhancing Interoperability 
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Adaptation 
Services & 

Discoverability 
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Climate Adaptation and 
Resilience Registry  

Jessica Hitt, EcoAdapt 



PROJECT GAP & GOAL ADDRESSED 

The Registry will help time-strapped decision-makers 
quickly find the expertise they need to plan for, 

implement, and evaluate climate adaptation and 
resilience actions. It will help advance the field of climate 

change adaptation by promoting a common 
understanding of good practice and creating a system of 

service provider accountability.  
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Project	Activities	

I.  Registry	Criteria	Development 	 			
II.  Application	Review	Process	Development	
III.  Registry	Development	
IV.  Beta	Registry	Outreach	and	Testing		
V.  Outreach	and	Promotion	
VI.  Business	Model	Design	and	Implementation:	Ongoing	
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COLLABORATIVE PROCESSES 

Registry Working	Group	 
A Registry Working Group panel 
comprised of experts from around the 
field are working to develop: 

○  The Registry application 
○  the criteria and rubric 
○  and review process.  

We convene on a monthly basis to 
discuss service seeker needs and the 
ways service providers can articulate 
their experience, and skills in a way that 
is consistent across the field.  

Members	include:	
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Soliciting consistent information 
from service seekers/providers 

A Registry Working Group panel 
comprised of experts from around and 
outside Resilience Ecosystem have been 
tasked with developing the Registry 
criteria, application design, and review 
process. We convene on a monthly 
basis to discuss service seeker needs and 
the ways service providers can articulate 
their experience, and skills in a way that 
is consistent across the field.  

PROJECT DELIVERABLES 
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PROJECT DELIVERABLES 
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A searchable service provider 
database 

PROJECT DELIVERABLES 

While the Registry criteria and 
application design are in development, a 
web consultant will create a beta 
Registry building off the already existing 
CAKE Directory web infrastructure. 
Seekers can use the Registry to review 
past projects, and providers can use it 
when developing project teams to 
respond to RFPs.  
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A searchable service provider database 

PROJECT DELIVERABLES 
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We Need Your Help! 

Fill out a recruitment form: 
http://bit.ly/ClimateRegistry 

CAKE and ASAP are seeking climate change adaptation professionals to 
help us develop a process for connecting climate adaptation service 
providers with service seekers. As a Registry Beta Tester, you’ll use your 
knowledge and experience to improve the Registry application questions, 
review process, as well as enhance the tool’s overall design and usability. 



Audience feedback on Registry 
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Discussion 
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Your overall assessment of the 
Resilience Ecosystem so far 

Moderators 
John Nordgren, Climate Resilience Fund 
David Herring, NOAA Climate Program Office 









Would you like to be / be seen as a member of the RE? 

Are you interested in receiving information about future 
RE workshops and funding opportunities? 

If so, enter your email address here:  

https://bit.ly/2IC1lv0 
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